
Life Starts Now:  
Your Guide to Healthy Living
Your easy-to-follow guide on getting, and staying, on the path to healthy living. 
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Wellness is a choice. It’s a decision that you must make, time and time 
again, even when you don’t feel like it. (Especially when you don’t feel like 
it!) A healthy body and mind don’t simply happen to most of us. We have 
to claim it, own it and make healthy living a priority. But as you continue to 
consistently choose health and wellness, the process gets easier. 

In this guide, we’ll share tips and strategies for making healthy choices, getting 
the right nutrition, managing stress naturally, and staying fit in mind and body. 

Strive for Wellness: A New You 
As you begin to focus on your wellness and healthy lifestyle, there are five personal 
paradigm shifts that firmly plant you on the path to physical and emotional wellness.

Change Your Attitude About Food
Many of us cling to negative thoughts about food without even realizing it. These can be 
attitudes we were raised with or ideas we’ve developed over time as we witness our bodies and 
lifestyles change. Remove the rigid belief structure and “all-or-nothing” thinking that comes with 
constant dieting and food deprivation. Replace thoughts of all the foods you “can’t” eat with a 
new positive and proactive perspective on food. 
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Learn About the Foods You Eat
Read, conduct online research or watch reputable documentaries to discover how your 
favorite foods are farmed and raised. As you learn more, you might adopt new choices 
because you want to, not because you have to.

Get Inspired 
Take a cooking class, try a vegan restaurant, or make an effort to incorporate a different 
healthy food into your meals every week. When eating healthy is fun and exciting, it’s a 
much easier habit to maintain.

Understand How Your Diet Impacts Your Body
A qualified nutritionist or nutrition expert at a weight loss spa can help you understand 
exactly how the foods you eat are affecting your energy level, weight and overall health. This 
knowledge can empower you to make new choices as you shop, snack and prepare meals.

Tips for a Healthy, Nutritious Diet 

• Eat food that looks as much like when it came out of the ground (or off the tree) as possible

• Opt for whole grains in all your breads, pastas and cereals

• Replace chemical-filled diet soda with healthy green or oolong teas

• Control your salt and fat by preparing your own foods

• Cook with healthy fats like coconut oil and extra virgin olive oil

• Refrigerate your own homemade leftovers so you can choose a healthy meal for a fast option, not a 
frozen processed meal

• Get educated about smarter long-term food choices by visiting a nutritionist or healthy weight loss resort

• Shop the periphery of your grocery store where the fresh meats, cheeses, and produce are stored. 
Avoid the boxes, bags and cans in the center aisles.
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Sleep More 
Stop sacrificing sleep. Seriously. Go to sleep earlier, take 20-minute afternoon naps whenever 
possible and allow yourself the luxury of sleeping in on weekends. There is no shame in taking 
the time you need to feel rested and relaxed. Not only do you deserve the rest, but a well-
rested body is the foundation for your overall health. Your body and mind will thank you for it.

Be More Mindful 
Slow down. Get into the habit of practicing mindfulness in all you do. “Living mindfully” 
means that you shut down your anxious thinking, stop rushing from one activity to the next 
and allow yourself to concentrate on exactly what you’re doing at this very moment (even 
if it’s something as simple as reading a blog post). Allow yourself to focus only on what’s 
happening right now; don’t allow your mind to wander toward the future or back to the past. 

 “Mindfulness” simply means being aware and paying more attention to what you’re doing right 
here, right now. In doing so, you reduce stress and promote your own emotional wellness.

How to know when you should be more mindful?
Ideally, you should bring mindfulness into all aspects of your daily life, from work to your 
responsibilities at home. Quickly become aware of whether you need to slow down by 
paying attention to your breath. Fast, shallow breaths are your body’s way of ramping up 
your “fight or flight” response, letting you know that you’re stressed. Clenching your teeth, 
furrowing your brow or gripping your chair’s armrests are other surefire indicators that you 
need to slow down, take a few deep breaths and focus on being more mindful.
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How to Be More Mindful

1. Set a personal intention to be more mindful. This simple act creates focus and acts 
as an anchor point to bring your awareness back to a more mindful lifestyle.

2. Do your own research on mindfulness. Look for books, tapes, or videos that resonate with 
you. Get inspired by what you think will work best for you and resist the temptation to force 
yourself into mindful living. In other words, be mindful about how you become more mindful!

3. Remove yourself from your own stress triggers. Reset your daily life by booking a stay 
at a fitness retreat or other lifestyle wellness retreats. The staff of nutrition and health experts 
at a retreat, conference, or weight loss spa will give you the mental tools and detailed action 
plans to reduce stress and kick-start your personal wellness, physically and mentally.

4. Stop looking for problems and start appreciating more. Look around you for things 
to appreciate, including small things. Keep a daily journal of things you appreciate.

5. When you’re feeling stressed, count backwards from 10. This helps you step out of 
anxious or angry thoughts and helps you concentrate on your breathing, which brings 
you solidly into the present moment. If stressful thoughts or feelings arise again, simply 
repeat the process until you feel more calm and centered.

6. Meditate. Set aside at least 5 minutes for your daily meditation. Meditation isn’t 
difficult or complicated; think of it like a quick cleanse for your spirit. Getting started is 
easy and it can be done anywhere. 

7. Get lost in something you love to do. Whether it’s cooking, painting, ice skating, or 
yoga, you become more mindful when you concentrate deeply on an activity you love to 
do. Notice how stress simply dissolves away as you focus on a joyful activity.
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Book a Wellness Retreat for Yourself
Remove yourself from your daily routine in order to break old habits right away. You’ll learn 
more about your own mind-body connection and the ways you could be inadvertently 
sabotaging your own health. Wellness retreat activities are designed to inspire you, challenge 
you and clear away the mental clutter that keeps you from your own optimal health. In addition 
to trying new exercises, establishing personal objectives and eating fresh, healthy foods, you 
will be surrounded by a supportive group of likeminded people who also recognize the value of 
prioritizing personal wellness.  

Embrace Exercise
Let’s face it: exercise is hard. It can also be physically uncomfortable as your body 
shakes off an old physique and replaces it with a newer, firmer you. Since exercise 
requires a long-term commitment, it makes sense to stop wasting energy resisting it 
and instead seek out physical activities you enjoy. 

If you want to get started at home - here are two simple, time efficient exercise routines 
that will lead to weight loss when practiced regularly over an extended period of time. 
Remember to wear a stopwatch to track your time.

Remember, exercise doesn’t have to happen in a gym. It can be outdoors, in a 
swimming pool, in the serenity of a yoga shala or even on your own bedroom 
floor. The important thing is that you find an exercise activity that you enjoy. 
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Time Efficient Exercise Routines 

Cardio & Weights in a Flash
Time Required: 20 minutes

Materials Needed: Floor mat, jump rope, 5- or 10-pound weights

A cardiovascular workout promotes healthy weight loss by increasing your heart rate and blood 
flow throughout your body. The aerobic nature of a cardio workout draws on fat supplies as a 
primary fuel source and also encourages your heart and lungs to use oxygen as a fuel source.
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1. Stretch: 1 minute: Start by stretching your hamstrings (10 seconds each leg), then fold 
forward with a flat back (slowly count to 20) then slowly unfold back up to a standing position. 
Now you’re ready to begin your workout.

2. Air-bicycles: 6 minutes: Lay flat on your back with your hands on your hips. Lift your knees 
to your chest and circle your legs in a steady, non-stop motion, as if you are on an invisible 
upside-down bicycle. After completing one three-minute set, reverse your direction and 
complete another three-minute set.

3. Flies and Curls: 4 minutes: While remaining on your back, with your knees bent and feet flat 
on the floor, lift your weights above your chest with your palms toward one another. Lower the 
weights down to your sides while bending your elbows to a 90-degree angle, with your weights 
always remaining skyward. Feel the stretch across your chest, then reverse the motion until you 
have lifted the weights above your chest again. Do three sets of 15.  
Rise to a standing position with your feet firmly planted on the ground, shoulder-width apart. 
With one dumbbell in each hand, exhale while you bend your elbows and curl the weights up 
toward your chest. Twist your arms so when your weights reach shoulder-level, your palms are 
facing up.  Pause for a moment, then reverse the motion to lower your weights to your starting 
position. Complete three sets of 15, taking a breather between each set.

4. Jump rope: 3 minutes: Grab your jump rope and begin skipping at a pace that 
is steady and comfortable for you. Continue skipping for three one-minute sets, 
increasing your pace slightly between each set. Lift your legs only as much as 
needed to maintain a steady pace.

5. Running: 6 minutes: Set your timer for three minutes and begin a run around the 
block at a brisk but maintainable pace. Once you have reached the three-minute 
mark, retrace your path to return home. 
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Body Weight Burn
Time Required: 10 minutes

Materials Needed: This routine doesn’t require any special equipment beyond your 
body weight and some open floor space. 

These exercises tone your abs, thighs and arms, which are often the places on your 
body that will show visible weight loss after sustained training. 

1. Stretch: 2 minutes: Bend slowly at the waist to touch your toes. Hold for thirty seconds. 
Stretch your hamstrings (10 seconds each leg), followed by a gentle twist at the waist to 
stretch the sides of your back. Spread your legs approximately three feet apart and reach 
overhead with alternating arms for a deep side stretch. Now you’re ready to begin.

2. Squats: 2 minutes: Stand with your feet slightly wider than your hips. Keep your toes 
pointed forward. Relax your spine while you extend your arms straight out in front of you, 
palms facing down. Now push your hips backward while you sink down into a squatting 
position, as if you are sitting down into a chair. As you sink, bend your elbows so your 
hands reach a “prayer”-like position. Keep your chest lifted and stop your squat at the point 
where your elbows meet your knees. Keep your back straight while you lift with your thighs 
back into a standing position. Do as many reps as possible during four 30-second sets.

3. Lunges: 2 minutes: Begin with one leg extended in front of the other, as if you are 
stepping forward. Make sure that your feet are about three feet apart. Keep your 
shoulders back, your chest lifted and your abdominals tight while you drop your back 
knee straight down into the lunge position, until your knee nearly touches the floor. 
Make sure your weight is pressing into the heel of your front foot, in order to maintain 
balance and proper posture. To return to a standing position, simply straighten your 
back leg and rise. After you complete one set, switch so your other leg is in front. 
Repeat as many times as possible during two 30-second sets for each leg.
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4. Sit-ups: 1-2 minutes: Lay down with a flat back, bent knees, and your feet planted 
firmly on the floor. Cross your arms over your chest, or behind your head. Use your 
abdominal muscles to curl your torso up into a sitting position. Be sure not to jerk 
your arms forward as a means of lifting your chest. Once you have reached a sitting 
position, relax your abs and release your torso back toward the floor. Keep your back 
slightly elevated off the floor (so you’re not laying completely flat) throughout the 
duration of your sit-ups. Do three sets of 10, stopping to take a 5-second breather 
between each set. Over time, you may work your way up to five sets of 10.

5. Push-ups: 1-2 minutes: Turn over so the front of your body is facing the floor. Start by 
extending your legs straight behind you, with your feet about 1 foot apart.  Be sure to keep 
your back strong and straight so your hips don’t sink. Place your hands flat on the floor to 
the outer sides of your body, in line with your pectoral muscles. Stay on the tips of your toes. 
Clench your abs while using only your arm muscles to lower yourself to the floor. Make sure 
that your chest, not your hips, touches the floor first. Then press yourself back up to where 
you started. Start by doing one set of 10 and work your way up over time to 2-3 sets of 10.
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Park Hyatt Aviara Resort 
7100 Aviara Resort Drive 

Carlsbad, CA 92011 
800.527.1936 toll-free 
www.VeraViaFit.com
info@VeraViaFit.com

Claim the wonderfully healthy and happy life you know you deserve.  
Visit veraviafit.com to learn more.

As you begin to make these new lifestyle changes, you 
might find yourself resisting. This just means you’re 
onto something big! Use your resistance as a sign to 
persevere. If you’re not sure how to begin, simply take 
it easy. Book a massage at a holistic spa and ease 
yourself into the idea that you have the power to make 
changes to your lifestyle right away. 

http://www.VeraViaFit.com 
mailto:info%40VeraViaFit.com?subject=I%20Want%20to%20Achieve%20Total%20Wellness
http://veraviafit.com

